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Colorado-Based Trice Jewelers Announces Launch of Shy Creation Designer Jewelry Line 

Trice Jewelers, located in Centennial, Colorado, is honored to announce the launch of designer 

women’s fine jewelry pieces from Shy Creation.  

A multiple JCK award winner, every Shy Creation piece is meticulously crafted with unparalleled 

standards in quality and beauty. In a discussion about these unique designs, Shy Creation 

founder and chief designer Shy Dayan said, “our main goal is to help you feel confident and 

beautiful,” adding, “we want to see you feeling your absolute best about yourself.” As such, Shy 

Creation Jewelry is hand-crafted with love and attention to detail to create an array of 

captivating pieces both sophisticated and inspirational.  

Proud to present the large selection of Shy Creation pieces, when asked about the launch of Shy 

Creation in their Centennial showroom, Trice Jewelers’ President Justin Klomp stated that, “we 

are thrilled to become an authorized retailer of Shy Creation. This line of fashion jewelry is 

gorgeous and we know our customers will love this red-carpet-ready look.” 

For more information on the extensive inventory of Shy Creation pieces available now at Trice 

Jewelers, call 303.759.9661, browse TriceJewelers.com now, or visit their Centennial, Colorado 

showroom today.  

About Shy Creation: 

The brother and sister design team of Kathy and Shy Dayan built over many years a stream of 

fashion designs for today’s customers with new pieces developed on a daily basis. Their 

understanding of style and the market enabled the design duo to increase their design and 

manufacturing process as the market and fashion jewelry tastes transition and expand.  

About Trice Jewelers: 

For almost 60 years, Trice Jewelers has been one of Colorado's largest full-service jewelry 

stores. Specializing in custom jewelry, our jewelry design shop is staffed with 10 of the most 

talented craftsmen in the industry ready to help make your dreams come alive. We offer an 

amazing collection of loose diamonds, engagement rings, wedding bands, fashion jewelry, 

and timepieces from today's top jewelry designers.  

Our friendly and knowledgeable staff are more than excited to assist in finding the perfect piece 
of jewelry for the bride-to-be or a loved one by ensuring customers have a 5-star experience at 
the Centennial showroom. With services such as jewelry repair, watch repair, custom designs, 
and jewelry appraisals, Trice Jewelers cares about our clients and is committed to achieving 
customer satisfaction. 
 
 

http://ishowcaseinc.com/
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